The model under consideration is a catalytic branching model constructed in DF96], where the catalysts themselves su er a spatial branching mechanism. Main attention is paid to dimension d = 3: The key result is a convergence theorem towards a limit with full intensity (persistence), which in a sense is comparable with the situation for the \classical" continuous super-Brownian motion. As by-products, strong laws of large numbers are derived for the Brownian collision local time controlling the branching of reactants, and for the catalytic occupation time process. Also, the catalytic occupation measures are shown to be absolutely continuous (in space).
Introduction and main results
Consider two types of \particles" situated in R d , one of them we call the catalysts, the others the reactants. The catalysts perform a continuous superBrownian motion (SBM) % with constant branching rate > 0: The reactants are also super-Brownian, however given %; their branching rate at time t in the volume element db of R d is just given by % t (db): In other words, rst % is realized, and then a continuous SBM X = X % = (X % ; P % s; ) evolves with varying branching rates % t (db) (quenched approach). More precisely, the rate of branching of a reactant with (Brownian) path W is controlled (in the sense of Dynkin It might be useful at this point to recall the longtime behavior of SBM with constant branching rate, starting with a Lebesgue measure` ( Daw77] ). In dimension one, it su ers local extinction almost surely, in dimension two in probability, whereas in d 3 it converges in law to a non-trivial steady state with expectation`(persistence).
The study of the longtime behavior of the catalytic SBM X % was initiated also in DF96], but restricted only to dimension d = 1. In this case, X % behaves quite di erent from the usual spatial branching models in low dimensions. In fact, if both the catalyst process % and the catalytic SBM X % start o with the Lebesgue measure`, then, for almost all catalyst process realizations, X % t converges in probability to the starting Lebesgue measure( persistence), caused by the clumping features of the one-dimensional catalyst ( DF88] ).
Here we continue the study of this model X % in the time-space catalytic medium %. In dimension d = 2; we get only some partial results, namely some self-similarity properties (Proposition 13) and a random ergodic limit (Theorem 15). The question whether or not persistence occurs in this \delicate"
dimension is an open problem (see also Remark 14).
But our main result concerns dimension d = 3: Here we alternatively allow % to start o with the ergodic steady state (of the catalyst process) leading to a time-stationary (in law) medium. Then with respect to the annealed distribution, X t converges in law to some random measure of full intensity and nite variance (convergence and persistence Theorem 18 (a) at p.18). From this point of view, the time averaged process should obey a strong law of large numbers (Theorem 10). Both can be considered as a random medium analog of properties of the classical SBM in higher dimensions. But note that it can be expected that the limit is di erent from the classical one.
To complete the picture, we establish a strong law of large numbers for the BCLT with a terminal condition v t (s; )j s=t? = f 0: (The backward setting reects the fact that, for % xed, the deterministic process v % is \dual" to the stochastic process X % ; realized by the log-Laplace functional.) Via this connection, our results can also be understood as a probabilistic contribution to the study of that equation with a (random) singular reaction coefcient % s (da); describing a spatially heterogeneous catalytic reaction. Actually, our results give information on the longtime behavior of the L 1 {norm R`( da) v(s; a) of the solution to (2) as s ! ?1 if it \starts" at time t with a nite mass R`( da) f(a). In fact, we proved in DF96] that in the one-dimensional case one has convergence to the starting mass R`( da) f(a) (persistence). Dimension two is open. But the main result of the present paper establishes in dimension three a.s. convergence to a non-zero limit (possibly depending on the medium %):
Note that the one-dimensional case resembles a bit a (two-dimensional) reaction di usion process of electrically charged species studied by Glitzky et al. GGH96]. They got convergence to an equilibrium with exponential velocity. But our three-dimensional model behaves di erent in that we do not get an equilibrium at the equation level. (7) % is called the catalyst process.
3
Recall the expectation formula I P s; h% t ; fi = h ; S t?s fi; s t; 2 M p ; f 2 B p :
(8) Recall also, that in dimensions d 3; with respect to I P 0;`; the catalyst process % t has a non-trivial limit % 1 in law as t " 1 which has full intensity measure`(see, e.g. DP91, Proposition 6.1]). Hence, here we can form the time-stationary continuous M p {valued process % = f% t : t 2 Rg which onedimensional laws L(% t ) coincide with L(% 1 ): In this case we write I P and sometimes I P ?1;`f or the law of %:
The following mixing property is taken from a general result in Fleischmann Fle82b], which was formulated in a time-discrete setting. In the present particular situation, a simpli ed proof will be given. as T " 1; uniformly in s 0 (covering the cases s = 0 and s = ?1 corresponding to I P 0;`a nd I P; respectively, we are interested in).
Step 2 Note that (15) is the precise meaning of the catalytic reaction di usion equation (2) Fle88] ). This property is shared also by the SBM X % in the catalytic medium %: For a convenient formulation, we introduce the annealed law P`:= I P 0;`P % 0;`: That is, the laws P Since this is monotone in "; the limit as " # 0 exists (for each %): Thus it is su cient to show that even the expectation over % converges to 0 as " # 0:
But by (12), the latter I P s;`{ expectation, s 0; is independent of s and equals Because the integrand is monotone decreasing in t and t 0 ; we may replace r 0 by 0; and since T is xed we continue the latter formula line with This nishes the proof of (b). But then (a) immediately follows by averaging over the medium.
In dimension d = 3; let P denote the annealed law I PP % 0;`o f the catalytic SBM concerning the time-space stationary medium % with law I P:
Remark 8 (occupation densities in the stationary case) Theorem 7 remains valid, if in dimension d=3 we replace I P 0;`b y I P, thus P`by P. 3 Remark 9 (occupation density eld) It Using the expectation formulas (17) and (12) We start with a scaling property of the Brownian collision local time:
Lemma 11 (scaling of the BCLT) Fix 
